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Abstract

What accounts for the significant real effects of monetary policy shocks? And what accou
the persistent and hump shaped responses of output and inflation in response to such shock
questions are investigated in a model that incorporates labor market search, habit persistenc
prices, and policy inertia. While habit persistence and price stickiness are important for the
shaped output response and the long, drawn out inflation response, respectively, labor market
increase the output response and reduce the inflation response relative to an otherwise simil
based on a Walrasian labor market. Significantly, policy inertia itself is found to be the most imp
factor in accounting for the magnitude of the output effects of policy shocks in the model.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

What accounts for the significant real effects of monetary policy shocks? And wh
counts for the persistent and hump shaped responses of output and inflation in re
to such shocks? In recent years, monetary economists have increasingly employ
namic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models based on monopolistic comp
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and nominal rigidities to study the impacts of monetary policy. The work of Yun (19
Rotemberg and Woodford (1997), Goodfriend and King (1997), McCallum and N
(1999), and others helped to popularize this “new Keynesian” approach. However, th
generation of these models proved unable to generate the persistent output and infla
sponses to shocks that are displayed in the data. This was true of the response of infl
monetary policy shocks (Nelson, 1998), as well as the response of real output (Estre
Fuhrer, 2002). In addition, the degree of price stickiness obtained in estimated new K
sian Phillips curves is much higher than suggested by micro data on price adjustmen
and Gertler, 1999; Sbordone, 2002; Bils and Klenow, 2002).

In response to these shortcomings, numerous extensions designed to generate m
sistence have been explored. These extensions include structural inflation inertia
persistence, variable capital utilization, and sticky wages (e.g., Christiano et al.,
Less attention has been paid to the role of monetary policy itself in producing the
sistence responses of output and inflation seen in the data. For example, forward-
models of consumption imply that both current and expected future interest rates
for current spending decisions, implying that the real output effects of transitory in
rate shocks are likely to be much smaller than the effects of shocks that generate pe
interest rate movements.

To investigate the role played by monetary policy in accounting for macroeconom
namics, I employ a general equilibrium model that incorporates several potential s
of persistence arising from both private agent behavior and from monetary policy. In
tion to including sticky prices, habit persistence, and policy inertia, the labor market
model is characterized by search frictions. Each of these aspects contribute to equi
dynamics. Sticky prices allow the monetary authority to affect the real rate of interest;
persistence leads to a gradual adjustment of consumption to real interest rate chan
the specification of the labor market means it takes time for firms to fill vacancies an
unemployed workers to find jobs. Fluctuations in total hours in the model occur thr
changes in the number of workers employed rather than in the number of hours per w
This reduces the elasticity of marginal cost with respect to output, dampening the
tion effects of changes in output. After showing that the benchmark calibrated vers
the model can generate the type of hump shaped, persistent responses to moneta
shocks observed in the data, I investigate how the model’s dynamics are affected b
ing the degree of policy inertia, the degree of nominal price stickiness, and the deg
habit persistence in consumption.

By employing a model of labor market search, the approach of this paper con
with other recent work that has combined sticky prices with labor market rigidities i
form of sticky nominal wages (e.g., Christiano et al., 2005). As Goodfriend and
(2001, p. 4) argue, “The labor market is characterized by long-term relationships
there is opportunity and reason for firms and workers to neutralize the allocative effe
temporarily sticky nominal wages.” To date, however, relatively little work has been
to study the implications of these long-term relationships between firms and work
models with nominal rigidities.

This neglect is perhaps surprising, because the specification of the labor mark
been shown to be important for the ability of real business cycle models to match i
tant macro data. Merz (1995), Andolfatto (1996), Cooley and Quadrini (1999), den
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et al. (2000), and Hairault (2002) have developed models based on the equilibriu
employment framework of Mortensen and Pissarides (1994), while Alexopoulos (
2004) has introduced efficiency wage considerations. These authors have all focu
either non-monetary or flexible-price equilibria. Recently, a number of authors have
porated labor market search or efficiency wages into models that also include sticky
Examples include Chéron and Langot (1999), Walsh (2003), and Trigari (2004) wh
ploy aggregate matching functions, and Danthine and Kurmann (2003) who deve
efficiency wage model. While these authors conclude that labor market rigidities ca
prove the ability to match output dynamics, the models of Alexopoulos (2002) with fle
prices and Walsh (2003) and Danthine and Kurmann (2003) with sticky prices impl
the inflation rate jumps immediately in response to a money supply shock with the
impact occurring immediately, a reaction that is not consistent with the delayed an
sistent inflation response to monetary policy seen in the data. Trigari (2004), in a
that is closest in specification to the one developed in this paper, does find a more pl
inflation response, but, in common with all of this previous work, she does not explo
role of monetary policy itself in accounting for the model’s dynamics.

One reason the role of systematic policy in these models has not been fully inves
is that, with the exception of Trigari (2004), previous work focusing on labor sear
efficiency wage considerations in monetary models has represented policy by an exo
process for the nominal quantity of money. However, for most of the post-war peri
the US, the Federal Reserve has focused on interest rates, letting the money stock
endogenously. While the simply money demand equations implied by standard mo
general equilibrium models typically link money and interest rates in a manner that w
seem to allow one to choose either a money rule or an interest rate rule, there are im
advantages to working directly with an interest rate rule. First, the well-known failu
empirical money demand equations argues against employing a representation o
that requires that money demand be specified correctly. Second, if shocks to the
stock primarily reflect non-policy disturbances, impulse response functions genera
money shocks may not provide accurate representations of a policy shock. Third,
work has emphasized the importance of thesystematic part of policy to the economy’
dynamic behavior and the role of inertia as reflected in interest rate rules (Clarida
2000; Woodford, 2003). By representing monetary policy in terms of an interest rate
the effects of the policy rule on equilibrium dynamics can be studied directly.1

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The model is developed in
tion 2. Calibration is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, the dynamic adjustment of
to nominal interest rate shocks is examined, while the dynamics of inflation are stud
Section 5. The sources of the responses of output and inflation to a policy shock are
tigated, and results for the model with labor market search are compared to those
new Keynesian model based on a Walrasian labor market. Conclusions are summa
Section 6.

1 Trigari (2004), in a similar model developed independently, also incorporates an interest rate rule. H
her main focus is on estimating the model and she does not investigate the effects of the policy rule o
dynamics.
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2. The model economy

The model consists of households, firms, and a monetary authority. Goods are pr
in a competitive wholesale sector, where production requires that a firm and a wor
matched. Wholesale firms sell their output to retail firms, of which there are a conti
of mass one. Retail firms sell differentiated goods to households, and the retail se
characterized by monopolistic competition and price stickiness.2

The labor market aspects of the model are similar to that employed in Walsh (2
but several modifications to policy, price setting, and household behavior are introd3

First, I replace the assumption of an exogenous money growth rate rule with an intere
rule. Second, to allow for multiple sources of persistence, I adopt the inflation adjus
specification of Christiano et al. (2005), which introduces structural inflation inertia
I incorporate habit persistence in the preferences of the representative household
last two modifications have been shown to improve the performance of standard new
nesian models (Christiano et al., 2005; Fuhrer, 2000). The resulting model is conv
for assessing the relative roles of nominal price stickiness, habit persistence, labor
search, and policy inertia on the dynamics of output and inflation.4

2.1. Households

The representative household purchases consumption goods, holds money, and
one unit of labor inelastically. Thus, the focus is on the extensive employment m
and not, as is more typical, on the intensive hours margin.5 Since some workers will b
matched, while others will not be, distributional issues arise. To avoid these issues
sume households pool consumption.6 Households are also the owners of all firms in
economy.

In models with sticky prices, output responds to demand shifts; if consumption is p
forward looking and there is no investment, consumption and output jump immediat
response to interest rate shocks. To match the hump shaped response of output
the data, habit persistence has become a standard component of new Keynesian
(Fuhrer, 2000; Christiano et al., 2005). To incorporate habit persistence, preference
representative household are defined overCt andCt−1, whereCt is the sum of a marke

2 Separating the goods market into a flexible price wholesale sector and a sticky price retail sector foll
approach of Bernanke et al. (1999).

3 Further details on the model are available in an earlier version of this paper, posted at http://econ.u
faculty/~walshc/.

4 The model differs from that of Walsh (2003) in some other, more minor ways. For example, the presen
motivates money demand from a money-in-the-utility function specification. In Walsh (2003), a cash-in-a
specification was used that led to a cost channel for monetary policy in which the nominal interest rat
direct impact on inflation. Since this channel is somewhat controversial and is not present in most new Ke
models, I have adopted a specification here in which it does not appear.

5 In a labor search model that allows for adjustment at both the extensive and intensive margins, Trigar
finds that most adjustment occurs at the extensive margin.

6 This assumption is common; see Merz (1995), Andolfatto (1996), den Haan et al. (2000), Cooley and Q
(1999), and Hairault (2002).

http://econ.ucsc.edu/faculty/~walshc/
http://econ.ucsc.edu/faculty/~walshc/
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t . The lat-

ter is defined asCh
t = (1 − χt )b − χt l, whereχt is an indicator variable, equal to 1

the household is employed and 0 otherwise. Thus,l measures the consumption value
the disutility of work, andb measures nontradable home production when unemplo
Households maximize

Et

∞∑
i=0

βi

[
(Ct+i − hCt+i−1)

1−σ

1− σ
+ φ(mt+i )

]
, (1)

whereσ > 0 is the coefficient of relative risk aversion,h > 0 is a measure of the degree
habit persistence in consumption, andφ(mt ) is the utility from the household’s holdings
real money balances.7 Ct is a Dixit–Stiglitz composite good consisting of the differentia
products produced by retail firms and is defined as

Ct =
[ 1∫

0

c
(θ−1)/θ
j t dj

]θ/(θ−1)

θ > 0.

Given pricespjt for the final goods, this preference specification implies the ho
hold’s demand for goodj is

cjt =
(

pjt

Pt

)−θ

Ct , (2)

where the aggregate retail price indexPt is defined as

Pt =
[ 1∫

0

p1−θ
j t dj

]1/(1−θ)

.

The household’s budget constraint is given by

PtYt + Mh
t−1 + Tt + (1+ it−1)Bt−1 − PtCt − Mh

t − Bt � 0,

whereYt is the household’s real income, consisting of wage income and firm profitsMh
t

(Bt ) is the household’s nominal holdings of money (bonds), andTt is a lump-sum transfe
received from the government. In the aggregate, this transfer is equal toMt −Mt−1, where
M (without the superscripth) is the aggregate nominal money stock. Bonds pay a nom
rate of interest ofit .

The representative household’s first-order conditions imply the following must ho
equilibrium:

λt = β(1+ it )Et

(
Pt

Pt+1

)
λt+1, (3)

whereλt denotes the total marginal utility of consumption at timet and is given by

λt ≡ (Ct − hCt−1)
−σ − βh(EtCt+1 − hCt )

−σ . (4)

7 Because monetary policy is represented by an interest rate rule,φ(m) plays no role except to determine t
nominal stock of money. Since the focus here is not on the stock of money, it will not be necessary to sp
functional form.
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2.2. The labor and goods markets

The production and the labor market specifications are based on den Haan et al.
Their focus is on the role of aggregate productivity shocks in a non-monetary eco
and, in order to simplify the model, I ignore the capital stock dynamics that they incl

The wholesale sector
At the beginning of the period, there areNt matched workers and firms andUt =

1−Nt unmatched workers. Existing matches face an exogenous probability 0� ρx < 1 of
terminating. For the(1− ρx)Nt matches that survive, the worker and firm jointly obse
the current realization of productivity and decide whether to continue the match.
match continues, production occurs, with output equal to

yit = ait zt , (5)

whereait is a match-specific productivity disturbance andzt is a common, aggregate pr
ductivity disturbance. The means of both productivity disturbances are equal to 1 an
are bounded below by zero. Wholesale firms sell their output in a competitive mar
the priceP w

t . The real value of the firm’s output, expressed in terms of timet consumption
goods, isP w

t ait zt /Pt = ait zt /µt , whereµt = Pt/P
w
t is the markup of retail over whole

sale prices.
Firms seeking workers incur a cost in posting a vacancy and workers seeking jo

gage in a search process that takes time. Thus, existing matches can earn an e
surplus, and both the firm and the worker will wish to maintain a match with a pos
expected surplus. This surplus is equal tosit ≡ (ait zt /µt ) − l + qt , whereqt is the differ-
ence between the expected present value of a match that continues into periodt + 1 and
the alternative opportunities available to the firm and the worker. Matches endoge
separate if the firm specific productivity shock is less than a critical valueãt , whereãt is
defined as the value ofait at which the surplus is zero:(

ãt zt

µt

)
− l + qt = 0. (6)

If F is the cumulative distribution function ofait , then the probability the match endog
nously terminates isF(ãt ).8 A higher realization of the aggregate productivity shockzt

directly increases the production of all matched worker/firms (see Eq. (5)). A higher
ization ofzt will also, ceteris paribus, lower̃at , making it more likely that existing matche
produce. This effect oñat amplifies the impact of the aggregate productivity shock on
put, an effect emphasized by den Haan et al. (2000). A rise in the markup of reta
wholesale prices reduces the profitability of wholesale production and increasesãt . These
results are only partial equilibrium effects, however, since changes in aggregate p
tivity also affect the continuation value of a match. If an unmatched worker’s opport

8 If l − qt < 0, matches would never endogenously end since the supports ofa andz are strictly positive. When
l − qt > 0, matches do endogenously breakup.
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001).
utility is wu and an unmatched firm receives zero, the difference between the ex
value to the firm and worker of a match and the worker’s alternative is

qt = βEt

(
λt+1

λt

)[ ā∫
ãt+1

(1− ρx)sit+1f (ai)dai + wu
t+1

]
− wu

t . (7)

Assume the worker receives a fixed shareη of the joint surplussit . If an unmatched
worker in period t succeeds in making a match that produces in periodt + 1, she
receives her opportunity utilitywu

t+1 plus ηsit+1. The probability of this occurring i
kw
t (1 − ρt ), wherekw

t is the periodt probability an unmatched worker finds a job a
1− ρt ≡ (1− ρx)(1− F(ãt+1)) is the probability that the match actually produces in
riod t +1. A worker who either fails to make a match or makes a match that fails to su
to produce int + 1 receiveswu

t+1. Thus,

wu
t = b + βEt

(
λt+1

λt

)[
kw
t (1− ρx)

ā∫
ãt+1

ηsit+1f (ai)dai + wu
t+1

]
. (8)

Unmatched firms can post vacancies at a cost ofγ per period. If an unmatched firm do
post a vacancy and succeeds in making a match that produces in periodt + 1, it receives
(1− η)st+1. Free entry ensures that the expected value of a vacancy equals the job
costγ . If k

f
t is the probability of filling a vacancy,

k
f
t

(
1− ρx

)
βEt

(
λt+1

λt

)[ ā∫
ãt+1

(1− η)sit+1f (ai)dai

]
= γ. (9)

A total of ρtNt matches dissolve prior to engaging in production. If the worker is
part of an existing match, or if her current match ends, she travels to the labor ma
market. A total of

ut ≡ Ut + ρtNt = 1− (1− ρt )Nt (10)

workers will be searching for a new match. Based on an aggregate matching fun
a fraction of these job-seeking workers and firms posting vacancies establish new m
These, plus the worker-firm matches that produced during the period, constitute the
of matches that enter periodt + 1:

Nt+1 = (1− ρt )Nt + m(ut ,Vt ), (11)

wherem(ut ,Vt ) is the aggregate matching function andVt is the number of posted vaca
cies. The matching function is taken to be Cobb–Douglas with constant returns to s9:

m(ut ,Vt ) = ψuα
t V 1−α

t , 0< α < 1. (12)

The probability an unemployed worker makes a match,kw
t , is

kw
t = m(ut ,Vt )

ut

= ψ

(
Vt

ut

)1−α

. (13)

9 Constant returns to scale is consistent with the empirical evidence; see Petrongolo and Pissarides (2
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Similarly, the probability a firm with a posted vacancy finds a match,k
f
t , is

k
f
t = m(ut ,Vt )

Vt

= ψ

(
Vt

ut

)−α

. (14)

Matches that endogenously end do so because they had a nonpositive surplus.
not true, however, of matches that experience exogenous separations. Following de
et al., assume that firms experiencing exogenous separation immediately post the v
that is created, since these vacancies have a positive expected surplus. Of these, a
k
f
t will be successfully filled. Thus, each periodk

f
t ρxNt of the new jobs represent turnov

at firms that experienced exogenous separations. Davis et al. (1996) define job cre
net employment gains, so in terms of the present model, this corresponds to tot
matches net of turnover,kf Vt − k

f
t ρxNt . Hence, the job creation rate is

jcrt = k
f
t

(
Vt

Nt

)
− k

f
t ρx. (15)

Similarly, job destruction is total separations net of turnover, orρtNt − kf ρxNt . The
job destruction rate is

jdrt = ρt − k
f
t ρx. (16)

Note that the percentage change in employment is(Nt+1 − Nt)/Nt = jcrt − jdrt =
k
f
t (Vt/Nt ) − ρt . These definitions match those of den Haan et al. (2000).

The retail section
Firms in the retail sector purchase output from wholesale producers at the pricP w

t

and sell directly to households. For simplicity, assume retail firms have no other inp
costs. Each retail firm’s nominal marginal cost is justP w

t , and real marginal cost is equ
to the inverse of the markupµt . Given the structure of demand facing each retail firm (
Eq. (2)), all retail firms would charge the same price in a flexible price equilibrium, an
retail price would be a constant markupθ/(θ − 1) over wholesale prices.

To capture nominal price stickiness, I adopt the variant of the Calvo specificatio
ployed by Christiano et al. (2005). Price setting decisions are made prior to obs
current period shocks and all firms adjust their prices each period. However, only a
tion 1−ω of firms fully optimize. The remaining firms simply index their prices accord
to the most recent aggregate rate of inflation. Up to a first-order approximation, this
fication yields

πt = β

1+ β
Et−1πt+1 + 1

1+ β
πt−1 − κ

1+ β
Et−1µ̂t (17)

for the aggregate rate of inflation, whereµ̂ denotes the percent deviation of the mark
around its steady-state level.

2.3. The monetary authority

Most central banks implement monetary policy by controlling a short-term nomina
of interest, and empirical work has also focused on the impact of interest rate sho
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a means of identifying the role of monetary policy (Christiano et al., 1999). I ass
therefore, that the nominal rate of interest follows the process

Rt = β−(1−ρR)R
ρR

t−1

(
Pt

Pt−1

)φπ (1−ρR)

eφt (18)

whereφt is a serially uncorrelated, mean zero stochastic process andφπ > 1. This latter
restriction ensures the existence of a unique, stationary, rational expectations equi
in the linearized version of the model (Svensson and Woodford, 2003). Given this
rule for the nominal rate of interest, the nominal quantity of money adjusts endogen
to satisfy the demand for money.

3. Calibration and summary statistics

The properties of the model are investigated by studying a linearized version
equilibrium conditions, expressed in terms of percentage deviations around the stead
Five sets of parameters characterize the model—those describing

(1) household preferences,
(2) the aggregate matching function and the labor market,
(3) the degree of price rigidity at the retail level,
(4) the behavior of the nominal interest rate, and
(5) the stochastic distribution of the exogenous shocks.

Parameter values are chosen to be largely consistent with those standard in nonm
models and with estimated new Keynesian models. Table 1 summarizes the baseline
for the key parameters of the model.

Preferences
Choosing the time period to correspond to a quarter,β is set equal to 0.989. A value

of 2 is chosen forσ , implying greater risk aversion that log utility. The elasticity of dema
for the differentiated retail goods is determined byθ , and this elasticity in turn determine
the markupµ. The steady-state markup is set equal to 1.1, corresponding toθ = 11. In a
version of their model without variable capital utilization, Christiano et al. (2005) ob
an estimate of 0.78 for the habit persistence parameterh.

Matching and the labor market
I follow den Haan et al. (2000) in setting the steady-state separation rate equal.1.

This is based on Hall’s conclusion that “around 8 or 10 percent of workers separate
their employer each quarter” (Hall, 1995, p. 235) and the Davis et al. (1996) findi
about an 11 percent quarterly separation rate. This is higher that the 0.07 value adopted
by Merz (1995), but lower than the 0.15 used by Andolfatto (1996). Given a value of
percent for total separations, den Haan et al. use evidence on permanent job des
to calibrate the exogenous separation probabilityρx as 0.068. This implies an endoge
nous separation probabilityF(ã) of 0.0343. From this value, and the assumed distribu
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Table 1
Calibrated parameters: baseline values

A. Preferences
β σ θ h

0.989 2 11 0.78

B. Labor market
ρs ρx α kf kw N η

0.10 0.068 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.94 0.5

C. Price rigidity
ω

0.85

D. Policy
σφ ρR φπ

0.002 0.9 1.10

E. Productivity
σε ρz σa

0.01 0.95 0.13

function for the match specific productivity shock, the steady-state value of the c
productivity realizationã can be derived. I assumẽa is log normally distributed, seriall
uncorrelated, with the standard deviation chosen to match the ratio of the standard
tion of job destruction to output reported for the US by Cooley and Quadrini (1999).
implies a value of 0.13, somewhat higher than the 0.1 used by den Haan et al.

For the matching function (12), I setα = 0.4 based on the estimates of Blanchard a
Diamond (1989). Both Cooley and Quadrini, and den Haan et al. fix the steady-state
of the vacancy-filling probabilitykf at 0.7. Cooley and Quadrini cite Cole and Rog
son (1999) to set the average duration of unemployment at 1.67 quarters, which implies
steady-state value of 0.6 for kw. It is common in labor search models with a labor–leis
choice to treat unemployment and out of the labor force as equivalent (Andolfatto,
Hairault, 2002) and set the steady-state value ofN equal to 0.57, normalizing the popula
tion size to 1. Because I ignore the labor–leisure choice, I normalize the labor forc
to 1 and setN = 0.94, implying a steady-state unemployment rate of 0.06 and a value o
0.154 foru, the steady-state number of workers searching each period. These value
a steady-state value of 0.134 forV . The share of a match surplus that the worker recei
η, is set equal to 0.5. This value is fairly standard.10

Equation (9) is used to calibrateγ . The resulting value ofγ implies job posting cost
are 1% of steady-state output, equal to the value used by Hairault (2002) to calibr

10 Cooley and Quadrini evaluate their model for much lower values ofη, setting it equal to 0.1 and 0.01. Walsh
(2003) finds the dynamics to be sensitive to the choice ofη.
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cost of creating a job. Finally, the steady-state versions of (6), (7), and (8), togethe
previously calibrated values, residually determinel + b.11

Price rigidity
The degree of nominal rigidity is determined byω, the fraction of firms each perio

that do not optimally adjust their price. Empirical estimates of forward-looking price
ting models suggest prices are fixed for extended periods of time (Galí and Gertler,
Sbordone, 2002). For the baseline parameter values, I adopt a value forω of 0.85 based on
Galí and Gertler’s estimates.

Policy
The interest rate rule for monetary policy given by Eq. (18) is a modified Taylor ru

which the nominal rate responds to inflation but not to output. I adopt the same para
values used by Bernanke et al. (1999). They argue that the long-run nominal rate re
to a 100 basis point increase in inflation is about 110 basis points, implyingφπ = 1.10. The
baseline calibration of Eq. (18) setsρR = 0.9, a value consistent with empirical eviden
on the high degree of inertia displayed by central bank policy rules.12

Shocks
There are two exogenous aggregate shocks in the model; the monetary policy

and the aggregate productivity shock. The standard deviation of the policy shockφt is set
to 0.002; this is consistent with estimated federal funds rate equations. The log agg
productivity shock is assumed to follow anAR(1) process: logzt = ρz logzt−1 + εt . I set
ρz equal to 0.95 while the standard deviation ofεt , σε, is set at 0.01. This value forσε is
chosen to provide a rough match between the model’s prediction for the standard de
of output and the standard deviation of US real GDP.13

Summary statistics
Table 2 presents standard deviations based on US data, expressed relative to the

deviation of output. These values are taken from den Haan et al. and Cooley and Q
and are based on quarterly H-P filtered data. Column 2 of the table shows the resul
the labor search model. With the exception of the magnitude of the standard devia
the job creation rate, the model does a good job matching the US data. Job creatio
volatile in the model, but the model does predict that job destruction is more volatile
job creation. At the baseline calibration, the model implies slightly more employmen
inflation volatility than observed in the data.

11 Only the suml + b enters the equilibrium conditions. I setb = 0 and determinel residually. Note that one
could start instead with a calibrated value ofl + b and this would affect the steady-state value ofã and the
endogenous separation rate.
12 See Clarida et al. (2000) for evidence on central bank policy rules.
13 It is common to setσε = 0.007, and this is the value used by den Haan et al. (2000).
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Table 2
Business cycle properties(σi/σy)

US data Labor search model

Output σY = 1.60 σY = 1.65
Employment 0.62 0.70
Job creation rate 2.89 3.90
Job destruction rate 4.26 4.25
Inflation 0.35 0.43

4. Sources of output persistence

Figure 1 shows the response of output, employment, and inflation to a one perc
point positive nominal interest rate shock in the model. All three variables displa
hump-shaped responses that are typically associated with VAR estimates of the im
a nominal interest rate shock on real variables (see, e.g., Christiano et al., 1999). Va
(not shown) drop immediately in reaction to the contractionary monetary policy s
However, the number of job seekers (also not shown) follows a hump-shaped path
for the first year after the shock. In response to the policy shock, the job finding proba
falls for workers and rises for firms that do post vacancies, reflecting the rise in the n
of searching workers relative to vacancies.

These dynamic patterns reflect the net effects of labor market search, habit pers
price stickiness, and monetary policy. Tables 3 and 4 provide some evidence on th
each of these factors play in generating the impulse response functions shown in

Fig. 1. Impulse response in labor market search model (baseline calibration).
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Table 3
Effects of parameter variation on output response

Median lag Impact

Total Max Perioda

A. Labor search model
h = 0.78

1. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.9 5 −4.39 −0.43 4
2. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.7 4 −0.55 −0.07 2
3. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.9 2 −1.91 −0.31 3
4. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.7 2 −0.41 −0.07 2

h = 0.55
5. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.9 2 −5.71 −0.73 2
6. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.7 1 −0.86 −0.17 1
7. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.9 1 −2.07 −0.58 1
8. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.7 1 −0.64 −0.16 1

B. New Keynesian model
h = 0.78

1. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.9 1 −1.17 −0.27 2
2. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.7 1 −0.23 −0.06 2
3. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.9 0 −0.37 −0.14 0
4. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.7 0 −0.09 −0.04 0

h = 0.55
5. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.9 1 −2.12 −0.57 1
6. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.7 0 −0.47 −0.15 1
7. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.9 0 −0.79 −0.35 0
8. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.7 0 −0.22 −0.10 0

a Number of periods after shock in which maximum effect occurs.

The top panel of Table 3A shows the effects on the output response to a policy
of varying the degree of nominal rigidity (ω) and the inertia in the monetary policy ru
(ρR), holding the parameter governing habit persistence at its baseline value (h = 0.78).
Row 1 corresponds to the baseline values ofω = 0.85 andρR = 0.9. Row 2 reducesρR

to 0.7. This reduces the median lag from 5 quarters to 4; more significantly, it red
the maximum impact on output from−0.43 to−0.07, and this peak impact occurs jus
quarters after the shock rather than 4 quarters. ReturningρR to 0.9 and reducing the degre
of price stickiness (row 3) reduces the median lag to 2 quarters. Reducing both para
ω to 0.5 andρR to 0.7, has little further impact on the median lag but significantly redu
the total and peak impacts. Comparing across rows, it appears that policy inertia
primary importance in determining the size of the output effect; temporary interes
shocks have little impact.

The bottom panel of Table 3A repeats the exercise withh = 0.55, the estimate for thi
parameter obtained by Trigari (2004). With less habit persistence, the same basic
sions hold;ρR is primarily responsible for the quantitative size of the output effects o
interest rate shock. Comparing the top and bottom panels of the table reveals that ha
sistence significantly increases the median lag and the timing of the peak output re
while reducing the size of the response.
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These effects can also be seen from Figs. 2 and 3, which illustrate two alternative
of decomposing the contributions to output dynamics of habit persistence, price stick
and policy. In both figures, the solid line shows the output response to an interest rate
under the baseline calibration, and the dotted line shows the response when the m
calibrated to reflect less habit persistence, more price flexibility, and less policy iner
settingh = 0.55, ω = 0.5, andρR = 0.7. From this specification,ρR is increased to 0.9.
The resulting impulse response function for output is shown by the dashed line in F
The primary effect of greater policy inertia is to increase significantly the output effec
the policy shock without altering the basic shape of the response. Output reaches its
one period after the shock.

Next, h is increased from 0.55 to 0.78, with ω = 0.5 andρR = 0.9. Greater habit per
sistence shifts the impulse response upwards (to the dot-dashed line) and generat
of a hump-shaped pattern. Finally, the degree of nominal price stickiness is increa
settingω = 0.85; this yields the solid baseline response function. Greater price stick
serves to amplify the effects of the interest rate shock and delay the recovery of out

Because the effect of each parameter on the impulse response is nonlinear, the o
used in Fig. 2 is only one possibility. Figure 3 again starts with the dotted line asso
with h = 0.55,ω = 0.5, andρR = 0.7 and then adds back in the sources of persistence
order opposite to the one employed in Fig. 2. First,ω is increased. This shifts the impul
response from the dotted line to the dashed line. The effects are small. Next,h is increased

Fig. 2. The dotted line shows the response of output to a policy shock withh = 0.55, ω = 0.5, andρR = 0.7.
The dashed line shows the effect of increasingρR to 0.9. Increasingh to 0.78 yields the dot-dashed line, whi
increasingω to 0.85 (to yield the baseline calibration ofh = 0.78,ω = 0.85, andρR = 0.9) produces the impuls
response shown as a solid line.
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Fig. 3. The dotted line shows the response of output to a policy shock withh = 0.55, ω = 0.5, andρR = 0.7.
The dashed line shows the effect of increasingω to 0.85. Increasingh to 0.78 yields the dot-dashed line, whi
increasingρR to 0.9 (to yield the baseline calibration ofh = 0.78,ω = 0.85, andρR = 0.9) produces the impuls
response shown as a solid line.

yielding the dot-dashed line. This reduces the impact on output but increases the
lag and the period of peak impact from one period after the shock to two periods
the shock. Finally,ρR is increased, producing the solid response function. Policy in
significantly increases both the magnitude of the effect and pushes the peak effec
two periods after the shock to four periods after the shock.

Thus, the model suggests that habit persistence is important for generating hump-
output responses but not for accounting for the magnitude of the output response. I
policy inertia is the major cause of large real effects of interest rate shocks. Incr
nominal rigidity also matters, particularly when policy is also highly inertial.14

To assess the role played by the labor market specification, Table 3B shows the ef
parameter variation on the response of output to an interest rate shock in a new Key
model that incorporates a Walrasian labor market. This model includes the same d
inflation adjustment equation, habit persistence in consumption, and policy rule as
labor search model. With a Walrasian labor market and flexible wages, marginal c
related to the marginal rate of substitution between leisure and consumption and th

14 Figures 2 and 3 are only two of the six different ways of assessing the effects of the three parameteh, ω,
andρR . However, an examination of the other four possibilities (available from the author) does not al
conclusions stated in the text.
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ginal product of labor. I assume utility is separable in consumption and leisure and d
the elasticity of utility with respect to work byζ . I setζ = 0.5; calibration is otherwise th
same as in the labor search model.

Two points are worth noting. First, for all parameter constellations shown, the m
lag and the timing of the peak output response to an interest rate shock are dela
the model incorporating labor market search relative to the basic new Keynesian m
Second, as measured by total and peak effects on output, the labor market searc
with ω = 0.5, a degree of nominal rigidity in line with survey evidence on price set
matches the output response in a new Keynesian model withω = 0.85.

5. Sources of inflation persistence

Turning to the inflation dynamics in the labor search model, Table 4A reports info
tion on the impact of policy shocks on inflation for different values of nominal rigid
policy inertia, and habit persistence. Comparing rows 1 and 2 with rows 3 and 4 re
that the degree of price stickiness has a major impact on the median inflation lag, w
comparison of rows 1 and 3 with rows 2 and 4 shows that policy inertia is critical fo
termining the total and peak impacts of policy shocks on inflation. The bottom panel
table (rows 5–8) shows that similar conclusions hold when there is less habit persis
though habit persistence increases the lag in the impact of policy shocks on inflation

Table 4

Median lag Impact

Total Max Perioda

A. Labor search model
h = 0.78

1. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.9 10 −3.88 −0.24 9
2. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.7 11 −0.25 −0.02 9
3. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.9 5 −5.74 −0.67 5
4. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.7 7 −0.58 −0.06 7

h = 0.55
5. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.9 9 −4.08 −0.27 8
6. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.7 8 −0.28 −0.02 6
7. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.9 3 −6.04 −0.93 4
8. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.7 3 −0.77 −011 4

B. New Keynesian model
h = 0.78

1. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.9 4 −6.20 −0.87 5
2. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.7 5 −1.07 −0.13 5
3. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.9 2 −7.57 −2.13 3
4. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.7 2 −1.74 −0.46 2

h = 0.55
5. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.9 3 −6.40 −1.06 4
6. ω = 0.85,ρR = 0.7 3 −1.14 −0.18 3
7. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.9 1 −7.77 −2.90 2
8. ω = 0.5, ρR = 0.7 1 −1.87 −0.68 2

a Number of periods after shock in which maximum effect occurs.
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Consistent with the evidence in Tables 3A and 3B showing the stronger output effe
the labor market search model versus a basic new Keynesian model, a comparison o
4A and 4B shows that the inflation response is stronger in the new Keynesian mod
surprisingly, both models show that it is policy inertia that produces a large total effe
inflation. The labor search model produces longer lags in the response of inflation to
shocks for all the parameter combinations reported.

Figures 4 and 5 provide information on the aspects of the model responsible f
muted and delayed response of inflation to a policy shock that was seen in Fig. 1. I
figures, the solid line shows the output response to an interest rate shock under the b
calibration, and the dotted line shows the response when the model is calibrated to
less habit persistence, more price flexibility, and less policy inertia by settingh = 0.55,
ω = 0.5, andρR = 0.7. From the specification yielding the dotted line,ρR is increased
to 0.9. The resulting impulse response function is shown by the dashed line in F
The primary effect of greater policy inertia is to increase significantly the inflation ef
without altering the basic shape of the response.

Next, h is increased from 0.55 to 0.78, with ω = 0.5 andρR = 0.9. Greater habit per
sistence shifts the impulse response upwards (to the dot-dashed line) and generate
delayed inflation response. Finally, the degree of nominal price stickiness is increa
settingω = 0.85; this yields the solid baseline response function. Greater price stick
serves to reduce and stretch out significantly the inflation effects of the interest rate

Fig. 4. The dotted line shows the response of inflation to a policy shock withh = 0.43, ω = 0.5, andρR = 0.7.
The dashed line shows the effect of increasingρR to 0.9. Increasingh to 0.78 yields the dot-dashed line, whi
increasingω to 0.85 (to yield the baseline calibration ofh = 0.78,ω = 0.85, andρR = 0.9) produces the impuls
response shown as a solid line.
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Fig. 5. The dotted line shows the response of inflation to a policy shock withh = 0.55, ω = 0.5, andρR = 0.7.
The dashed line shows the effect of increasingω to 0.85. Increasingh to 0.78 yields the dot-dashed line, whi
increasingρR to 0.9 produces the impulse response shown as a solid line. Note scale differs from that in F

Figure 5 alters the parameters in a different order. It again starts with the dotte
associated withh = 0.55,ω = 0.5, andρR = 0.7 and then increasesω. This shifts the im-
pulse response from the dotted line to the dashed line. Greater price stickiness redu
response of inflation, and increasing habit persistence further dampens the effect (
dot-dashed line). Notice that the scales differ in Figs. 4 and 5. Finally,ρR is increased
producing the solid response function. Policy inertia very significantly increases the
nitude of the effect .

Thus, the model suggests that policy inertia is the major cause of large inflation e
of interest rate shocks, just as it was responsible for the large real output effects.15

As was noted in the introduction, the degree of nominal rigidity implied by estim
new Keynesian inflation adjustment equations is quite high. Based on the work of Ga
Gertler (1999) and Sbordone (2002), the baseline calibration setω = 0.85, implying that
only 15% of all firms adjust their price optimally each period. Bils and Klenow (20
report, based on micro data from the consumer price index, that prices are fixed on a
for six months, implying a value ofω = 0.5. Christiano et al. (2005), in a model wi
price and wage stickiness, obtain an estimate ofω on the order of one half. Figure 6 show
how the introduction of the labor market search process can reduce the degree of n

15 An examination of the other four possibilities of ordering the changes inh, ω, andρR does not alter thes
basic conclusions.
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Fig. 6. Output response to policy shock.

Fig. 7. Inflation response to a policy shock.
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rigidity needed to capture output dynamics. The lines labeled labor market searchω =
0.85 and new Keynesian,ω = 0.85 represent the response of output to a positive nom
interest rate shock under the baseline calibrations for the two models. The line la
labor market search,ω = 0.5 shows the response in the labor market search model w
the degree of nominal price stickiness is significantly reduced by loweringω to 0.5. As the
figure shows, the introduction of a search-based labor market allows the model to c
the same dynamics as in a Walrasian model with significantly less nominal rigidity.

Figure 7 shows that a similar conclusion holds for inflation. To obtain the same
nitude and persistence of inflation in response to a policy shock, the labor market
model needs much less price stickiness than the Walrasian labor market model doe

6. Conclusions

This paper has incorporated nominal price stickiness, habit persistence, and po
ertia into a model of labor market search to study the dynamic impact of nominal in
rate shocks. The model produces real output and inflation responses to nominal
rate shocks that display the hump shaped pattern typically seen in estimated VARs
market rigidities introduced by the process of matching job seekers with job vacancie
plify the real impact and reduce the inflation impact of a nominal interest rate shoc
a consequence, much less nominal rigidity is necessary in the labor market search
than in the corresponding new Keynesian model. While habit persistence and price
iness affect output and inflation dynamics, policy inertia is shown to be the critical f
in accounting for the sizable output and inflation effects of policy shocks.
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